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Abstrat

This work presents a omplete biomehanial model of the pilot's upper part of the body, whih inludes

the torso, the head and both upper limbs. The model is used to investigate the biodynami feedthrough,

namely the involuntary motion of the ontrol ineptors that is aused by the aeleration of the okpit.

The model is oupled with a detailed multibody model of a heliopter.

1. INTRODUCTION

To suessfully aomplish a �ight mission task it is

neessary for the pilot and the vehile to ooperate

in a joint enterprise. In fat, the pilot and the vehi-

le form a losed loop system, the so-alled �pilot-

vehile system�. The losed loop struture ensures

in general a good disturbane rejetion apability

to system. However, in some ases the feedbak

loop may lead to an instability ondition, i.e. to an

unfavorable interation that result in a divergent,

often osillatory, unontrolled motion. These phe-

nomena are alled adverse Rotorraft Pilot Cou-

plings (RPC) and are often aused by a trigger

event that ativates the transition to a divergent

motion. Classial RPC events are those aused by

an erroneous pereption of the pilot of the dynami

harateristis of the vehile. This leads to what is

better known as Pilot Indued Osillations (PIO),

whih is the e�et of a voluntary, out-of-phase, pilot

ontrol ativity. However, piloted vehiles are also

subjeted interation with the pilot aused by the

feeding of the vehile vibrations into the ontrol in-

eptors that ours through the biodynamis of the

pilot. In this ase the divergent osillation is the re-

sult of involuntary ontrol input of the pilot in the

loop, and the phenomenon is denominated Pilot As-

sisted Osillation (PAO). A pratial onsequene

of this interation is a modi�ation of the losed

loop dynamis of the pilot-vehile system, whih

may be pereived as a degradation of the handling

qualities of the vehile, and lead in the worst ases

to limit yle osillations, exessive loads, and loss

of ontrol. Rotorraft are spei�ally prone to this

problem beause they may su�er from higher vibra-

tory loads than �xed wing airraft, and may present

dynamis in the frequeny band of biomehanis (2

Hz to 8 Hz, [1℄). A review of the reent work done

on all types of RPC an be found in these three pa-

pers, Refs. [2, 3, 4℄, where it is reported the work

done within the EU sponsored projet ARISTO-

TEL.

The pilot ation on the airraft ineptors is ex-

erted via the fores generated by the musles driven

by the neuromusular system. The pilot pereives

the airraft position and orientation through the

visual and vestibular system; additionally, the pro-

prioeption gives the relative position between the

pilot's body parts and the neighboring objets with

whom he/she is interating, i.e. the ineptors

and all other human mahine interfae element in-

serted in the okpit. Summing up the mehanial

impedane of the di�erent parts of the pilot's body

between the seat and the ineptors the biodynami

feedthrough (BDFT) is obtained, i.e. the move-

ment of the ineptors grabbed by the pilots due

to aelerations of the base. A large variability of

the BDFT an be expeted, both inter-subjet, due
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to the di�erent age, size, sex, health and training,

and also intra-subjet [5℄. In fat, the biodynamial

properties of the pilot may be in�uened by several

parameters, whih inlude the posture, the musu-

lar ativation, the task and the workload. Most, if

not all, are hardly measurable objetively.

A typial approah for the modeling of the biome-

hanis of the pilot is based on experimentally mea-

sured transfer funtions. Typially, the pilot biome-

hanis is dominated by a pair of omplex on-

jugated poles that determine an equivalent mass-

spring-damper system. Well known voluntary pi-

lot models (e.g. Hess's strutural pilot model, [6℄)

inlude a pair of omplex onjugated biodynami

poles. Lumped parameter models have been devel-

oped for �xed wing airraft (for example [7, 8℄).

In reent times, a detailed, physis based nonlin-

ear multibody model of the left arm of a heliopter

pilot has been developed and interfaed with a om-

parably detailed multibody model of a heliopter to

investigate olletive boune [9, 10℄ (Fig. 1). The

radius

humerus

ulna

hand

Figure 1: Multibody model of the arm holding the

olletive ontrol ineptor.

same model was used to identify a linearized, para-

metri model of the pilot/ontrol devie to be used

for design purposes [11, 12℄.

The availability of a detailed, physis based

model of the biomehanis of the pilot presents a

lear advane with respet to blak-box models: as

long as it is validated with experimental data, it

an be used to analyze and simulate novel ok-

pit on�gurations without the need to identify the

parameters from dediated experiments.

2. MODEL DESCRIPTION

This work presents an extension of the previously

mentioned biomehanial model of the pilot's left

upper limb. The right arm and its interation with

the yli ontrol ineptor are modeled, along with

the torso. The harateristi properties of losed-

loop biodynami feedthrough and neuromusular

admittane of the right arm are evaluated. The

interation with the torso is disussed.

2.1. Upper human body

The dynamis of the upper body has been reog-

nized as an important element to reonstrut the

BDFT of pilots sine the initial identi�ation test

ampaigns performed at the University of Liverpool

during the GARTEUR HC AG-16 and the ARIS-

TOTEL projets [2℄. In Ref. [13℄ it is shown how

a non-negligible ampli�ation fator of the vertial

aeleration transmitted from the seat through the

body was measured at pilot's shoulders. Kitazaki

and Gri�n [14℄ showed through experiments how it

is possible to identify a prinipal resonane of the

human body lose to 5 Hz. The assoiated modal

form shows the skeleton that moves vertially due

to axial and shear deformation of buttoks tissue,

in phase with a vertial viseral mode, and a bend-

ing mode of the upper thorai and ervial spine.

Suh mode is expeted to have a signi�ant e�et

on the BDFT; onsequently, a numerial model of

torso was deemed neessary.

The upper body is modeled using a physis based

lumped parameters approah, following the idea

proposed by Kitazaki and Gri�n [15℄ for a model

that only onsiders motion in the sagittal plane.

The model has been transformed bak into a three-

dimensional one exploiting the database provided

by Privitzer and Belytshko [16℄, whose sagittal

plane data was also used by Ref. [15℄ (Fig. 2(a)).

The model is linear; it onsists of 34 lumped masses

onneted by lumped spring elements. The spine

is omposed by 24 elasti elements made of a lin-

ear and a rotational spring positioned between eah

pair of vertebral bodies representing all interverte-

bral disks that onnet the head to the sarum.

The head is modeled as a single rigid body. In the

original model by Kitazaki and Gri�n, the interver-

tebral artiulation were modeled as beam elements,

allowing a displaement along the sagittal axis be-

tween the vertebral bodies whih is not ompatible

with this type of artiulation. The masses used to

represent the torso are rigidly attahed to the up-

per vertebral bodies with an o�set. Instead, the

masses of the visera, below the diaphragm, are

represented using 8 onentrated masses. They are

separated from those of the spine and onneted to

them by linear springs along the sagittal diretion.

This seond olumn of masses was required to keep
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(a) Model of head, spine, pelvis and visera.

(b) Model of torso oupled with left arm.

Figure 2: Multibody model of torso and left arm

holding the olletive ontrol ineptor.

into aount the larger values assoiated with the

visera internal organs and the fat that they are

not on�ned by the rib age. Finally, the pelvis was

modeled by a large mass rigidly onneted to the

sarum and grounded by two beam elements that

model the buttoks tissue.

This detailed model was used to extrat low fre-

queny eigensolutions, whih are used to produe a

redued order Component Mode Synthesis (CMS)

model. The resulting model orrelates well with

those obtained in Ref. [15℄ and with the experimen-

tal data presented in Ref. [14℄ (Table 1), at least for

the modes that dominate the response when the

body is subjeted to a vertial osillation in the

viinity of 5 Hz.

In order to onsider the full three-dimensional

motion, it was neessary to add the two moments

of inertia that were missing from eah body, and

Table 1: Charateristi frequenies of the upper

body models.

Mode [15℄ [14℄ Present

[Hz℄ [Hz℄ [Hz℄

1 0.28 1.10 0.27

2 1.59 2.20 1.78

3 2.81 3.40 3.14

4 5.06 4.90 5.09

5 5.77 5.60 5.99

6 7.51 8.10 7.45

Table 2: Charateristi frequenies of the three di-

mensional upper body models.

Mode Frequeny Plane

[Hz℄

1 0.29 Sagittal

2 0.94 Coronal

3 1.88 Coronal

4 2.21 Sagittal

5 3.38 Coronal

6 3.89 Coronal

7 4.23 Coronal

8 5.27 Sagittal

9 5.65 Coronal

10 6.27 Sagittal

the torsional and oronal bending elasti onne-

tion springs.

The new modal forms obtained were learly sep-

arable into sagittal and oronal, with the sagit-

tal modes that showed a limited modi�ation with

respet to those omputed with the original two-

dimensional model (Table 2).

Finally, the masses assoiated with the arms that

were equally distributed on the nodes of the torso

were extrated to prepare the model for onne-

tion with the detailed multibody model of the arms'

skeletal and musular system.

2.2. Upper Limbs Biomehanial Model

A multibody model of the upper limbs has been

developed, as an extension of the left limb model

already presented in earlier works [17, 9, 10℄, whih

was derived from the one originally presented by

Pennestrì et al. [18℄. Eah limb onsists of four

rigid bodies that represent the humerus, the radius,

the ulna and the hand. They are onneted by ideal

kinemati onstraints. The total number of degrees

of freedom is thus 24. The hand is represented by a

single rigid body; a detailed haraterization of its

musles was not arried out sine the target simu-
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lations involve only grasping tasks.

Currently, the shoulder omplex is also not mod-

eled in detail, disregarding the lavile and the

sapula. Piloting tasks are typially performed

with very low elevation angles of the humerus for

both the limbs; therefore the expeted e�et of the

sapula and lavile motion on the shoulder kine-

matis is very limited. The glenohumeral joint

is represented by a spherial joint loated at the

glenoid fossa, removing 3 degrees of freedom. A

revolute hinge approximates the humeroulnar joint

in orrespondene to the enter of the trohlea, al-

lowing the rotation of the ulna with respet to the

humerus only about the loal lateral axis. It re-

moves 5 degrees of freedom. The humeroradial joint

is represented by a spherial hinge, loated at the

humeral apitulum, that removes 3 degrees of free-

dom. The proximal and distal radioulnar joints are

modeled by a single inline joint between a point P

and the mehanial axis of the ulna. The position of

the point is o�set from the radius mehanial axis

in the lateral diretion: the o�set is suh as to leave

the two bones' mehanial axes parallel in the rest

position (i.e. with the arm extended anteriorly, the

palm faing upward). The original formulation of

this kinemati representation of the radioulnar joint

is due to Pennestrì et al., more details an be found

in [18℄. The joint removes 2 degrees of freedom. At

its distal end, the radius onnets with the hand by

means of a ardani joint, allowing the wrist radio-

ulnar deviation and �exion-extension rotations. It

removes 4 more degrees of freedom. As a onse-

quene, the model had 7 degrees of freedom and

its kinematis are underdetermined even when the

motion of the hand is ompletely presribed.

The musles are modeled using one-dimensional

visoelasti elements whose onstitutive laws repre-

sent a simpli�ed Hill model, proposed in [18℄. The

fore exerted by a musle is a funtion of x = l/l0
and v = l̇/v0, non-dimensional length and normal-

ized veloity of the musle with respet to referene

parameters, and of the voluntary ativation a:

(1) f = f0 [f1(x)f2(v)a+ f3(x)]

where f0 is the peak isometri ontration fore ex-

erted by the musle, l0 represents the length at

whih f0 is produed, while v0 is the maximum

ontration veloity of the musle. Their values

are taken from [19℄. Tendon ompliane is assumed

low enough to be disregarded. The total number of

musle bundles modeled is 25 for eah limb. Thus,

the upper limb multibody model is an underon-

strained, overatuated system, sine the 25 musles

produe torques ating on the 7 degrees of freedom

of the limb.

The musular ativation is a-priori unknown for

a given task, depending on the entral nervous

system ontrol strategy. It an be however esti-

mated by solving a non-linear optimization prob-

lem in whih the total squared ativation

∑nm

i=1
a2i

(nm being the total number of musle bundles) is

minimized in a given on�guration, under the on-

straint that the torques produed by the musles

must be equal to the ones required to guarantee

the dynami equilibrium of the limb and ompli-

ane with the bounds 0 ≤ ai ≤ 1. More details

of the omplete solution proedure an be found in

[9℄. The alulated ativation values refer to the

passive, or involuntary harateristis of the pilot

body. The ative, or voluntary (or better re�exive)

part of the ativation an be estimated by onsid-

ering a quasi-steady approximation

(2) ∆a = Kp∆x+Kd∆v

suh that the fore perturbation an be expressed

as

(3)

∆f =f0
[(

f1/xa+ f1Kp

)

f2 + f3/x
]

∆x

+ f0f1
(

f2/va+ f2Kd

)

∆v

The baseline for the geometry of the model is repre-

sented by the ribage parametri model presented

in [20℄: the authors shared a omplete dataset om-

prising the oordinates of 464 landmarks measured

on the ribage of 89 subjets by means of CT sans,

along with the results of a PCA (Prinipal Com-

ponent Analysis) with respet to the parameters

age, sex, stature and Body Mass Index (BMI) of

the subjet. The most likely ribage geometry of a

subjet an be reonstruted on the basis of those

parameters. The landmarks representing the other

limb segments and joint loations are then inferred

by the ribage dimensions and anthropometri data

from [21, 22℄, to yield the omplete geometry of the

limbs and their inertial properties.

For the present work, the geometry of the torso

model has been onsidered as referene. Optimal

age, sex, stature and BMI of the most likely math-

ing subjet have been estimated by minimizing the

squared distane of the insertion points of the ribs

from their loation with respet to the nodes rep-

resenting the vertebrae in the FEM model of the

torso. The resulting pilot is a 34 year old male, of

1.78 m stature and a 26.5 BMI, orresponding to

an estimated weight of approximately 84 kg.

The olletive ontrol ineptor is modeled as a

purely kinemati onstraint for the left hand, that

holds it in the orret orientation to grasp the
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lever and allows its rotation about the global y-axis

about the lever hinge loation. The hoie of not

assigning inertial properties to the olletive (and

yli) levers is justi�ed by the wish to isolate the

purely biomehanial transfer funtion of the pilot

body with respet to all the external in�uenes and

to produe a parametri model of the pilot/ontrol

devie.

2.3. Right Arm and Cyli Control Inep-

tor

The right arm model represents essentially the spe-

ular version of the left arm model about the xz-

plane with regard to geometry. The inertial prop-

erties of the body segments are again set aording

to the regression analysis published in [21, 22℄. The

yli ontrol ineptor is modeled as an algebrai

onstraint, this time allowing the rotation of the

hand with respet to the yli lever hinge loation

about the global x-axis and about the global y-axis.

2.4. Heliopter Model

The omplete biomehanial model of the pilot's

upper part of the body is oupled with an aeroe-

lasti model of a medium weight heliopter, with

artiulated main rotor.

The nonlinear model of the vehile has been pre-

sented in [23℄, where it was also ompared to a

linearized state-spae (LSS) model of the same ve-

hile. It is based on the Aerospatiale (now Air-

bus Heliopters) AS330 Puma. Its analysis within

the biomehanial model of the pilot's left arm was

originally presented and disussed in [9, 24, 10, 25℄.

A detailed and omplete multibody model of the

heliopter has been developed by oupling a de-

tailed aeroelasti model of the main rotor with a

strutural model of the airframe, a �ight mehan-

is model and dynami models of the pith ontrol

atuators.

The rotor model features exat kinematis and

nonlinear �nite element-like strutural dynamis

thanks to an original �nite volume beam formu-

lation [26℄. Rotor blade aerodynamis are modeled

using the blade element theory, with stati aero-

dynami oe�ients from look-up tables, unsteady

aerodynami orretion based on a state-spae ap-

proximation of Theodorsen's model [27℄, and global

dynami in�ow aounted for using a momentum

theory-based model [28℄. A detailed view of the

main rotor hub is shown in Fig. 3.

The airframe dynamis are modeled using the

CMS approah, with eight strutural modes, ho-

sen among those in the frequeny band up to about

PSfrag replaements

pith bearing

pith horn

pith link

mast

lag hinge with damper

�ap hinge

blade root

swashplate

Figure 3: Detailed view of the main rotor hub.

30 Hz that show onsiderable modal partiipation

of the main and tail rotor, and pilot and o-pilot

seats attahment points.

The servoatuators that ommand the pith of

the main rotor blades are modeled using seond-

order transfer funtions, to provide the appropri-

ate ontrol bandwidth and phase delay between the

ontrol devie motion and the atual blade pith.

2.5. Coupled Pilot-Vehile Model

The oupled multibody pilot-vehile model is used

to assess the integrability of the detailed biome-

hanial model within a nonlinear aeroservoelasti

simulation of the heliopter.

The CMS model of the pilot's torso is onneted

to the CMS model of the airframe at a loation

orresponding to the pilot's seat. The ineptors are

also onneted to the airframe's CMS model rela-

tive to the pilot's seat position. The rotation of

the ineptors is fed into the main rotor ontrol sys-

tem in form of signals proportional to the requested

swashplate motions, and added to the values re-

quired to trim the airraft and those generated by

the SCAS.

3. RESULTS

In the following, results obtained with the proposed

detailed multibody model of the pilot are presented.

The okpit geometry is loosely inspired to that of

the HELIFLIGHT-R �ight simulator in use at the

University of Liverpool.
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Figure 4: Colletive ontrol ineptor motion for longitudinal, lateral and vertial exitation at 50% and

90% referene olletive ontrol for arms only, with PT, FT, RT musular ativation patterns.
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Figure 5: Fore/aft yli ontrol ineptor motion for longitudinal, lateral and vertial exitation for arms

only, with PT, FT, RT musular ativation patterns.
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Figure 6: Fore/aft yli ontrol ineptor motion for longitudinal, lateral and vertial exitation for arms

and torso, with PT musular ativation pattern.
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3.1. Involuntary Pilot Ation on Colletive

Control

This setion presents the results of the involuntary

(and re�exive) ation of the pilot on the olletive

ontrol ineptor that is aused by vibration of the

okpit along the surge, sway, and heave diretions.

Figure 4 shows the frequeny response of the left

arm in terms of olletive ontrol rotation. Figures

(a), (), and (e), on the left, refer to 50% olletive

referene position, whereas Figures (b), (d), and

(f), on the right, refer to 90% olletive referene

position. Figures (a) and (b) refer to exitation

along the surge diretion; Figures () and (d) refer

to exitation along the sway diretion; Figures (e)

and (f) refer to exitation along the heave diretion.

The latter ase was already presented and disussed

in previous works. Figures (a) to (d) show that

olletive is also a�eted by motion in the plane of

the vehile, although the amplitude of the motion

is nearly one order of magnitude smaller than that

aused by exitation along the heave diretion.

3.2. Involuntary Pilot Ation on Cyli

Control

This setion presents the results of the involun-

tary (and re�exive) ation of the pilot on the yli

ontrol ineptor that is aused by vibration of the

okpit along the surge, sway, and heave diretions.

Figure 5 shows the frequeny response of the right

arm in terms of yli ontrol fore/aft and lateral

rotation. Figures (a), (), and (e), on the left, re-

fer to fore/aft rotation, whereas Figures (b), (d),

and (f), on the right, refer to lateral rotation. Fig-

ures (a) and (b) refer to exitation along the surge

diretion; Figures () and (d) refer to exitation

along the sway diretion; Figures (e) and (f) refer

to exitation along the heave diretion. The �gures

show that the magnitude of both omponents of

yli ontrol rotation are similarly in�uened by

both omponents of horizontal exitation; exita-

tion along the heave diretion provides lower exi-

tation. Analogous results in Figure 6 also inlude

the model of the torso.

3.3. Coupled Pilot-Vehile Model

Figure 7 shows the motion of the main rotor during

Colletive Boune, an instability haraterized by

the interation between the main rotor oning mo-

tion, the heave motion of the vehile, and the bio-

dynami feedthrough of the pilot's left arm holding

the olletive ontrol ineptor. Colletive boune is

enountered after inreasing the gearing ratio be-

0 deg

72 deg

144 deg

216 deg

288 deg

360 deg

432 deg

Figure 7: Frames of main rotor motion taken at

azimuth inrements of 72 deg during a yle of ol-

letive boune osillation after the instability devel-

oped into a limit yle osillation.

tween the motion of the ontrol ineptor and the

swashplate motion to less than twie the nominal

value.

Figure 8 presents preliminary results of the same

oupled heliopter-pilot model related to motion

about the roll axis. The system is perturbed by

foring a lateral yli doublet. The `baseline' re-

sponse is obtained by not feeding the ineptor ro-

tation into the ontrol system; the `G=*' responses

are obtained by feeding the the ineptor rotation.

`G=1' onsiders the nominal gearing ratio, whereas

`G=1.6' refers to a gearing ratio 60% larger than

nominal. For this problem, no instability is ex-

peted.

4. CONCLUSIONS

A biomehanial model of a heliopter pilot's up-

per portion of the body is presented. The model

inludes the torso, the head, and both upper limbs.

The pilot model is used to haraterize biodynami

feedthrough, namely the involuntary motion of the
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Figure 8: Response to perturbation about the roll

axis.

ontrol ineptors that is aused by the aeleration

of the okpit. The pilot model is also oupled with

a detailed multibody model of a medium weight he-

liopter. Coupled simulations are onduted to as-

sess the feasibility of using a detailed pilot model

within aurate time marhing simulations of de-

tailed heliopter models.
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